
Special

Events



Craft Los Angeles offers several distinct options

for private events – each with its own ambiance

but all featuring Craft’s impeccable food

and warm hospitality.

The maximum capacity for the entire restaurant

is 400 guests.



Tom Colicchio's menu celebrates the best seasonal ingredients -

prepared simply and with finesse. Sourced from artisan ranchers,

day boat fisherman and greenmarket farmers.

 

Our style mimics the experience of dining in someone’s home.

Dishes are served to the center of the table for your guests

to help themselves.



Dessert courses are a mix and match list 

of pastries, fresh fruit sorbets

and rich ice creams.

Customized options & upgrades available

upon request.



The Main

Dining Room

Inspired by the original design of Craft New York,

Craft LA features hand-crafted walnut tables,

a steel and glass wine cabinet and

our signature glowing filament bulbs.

 

Our open floorplan can seat up to 150 guests

for a sit-down event and can accommodate

up to 250 guests for a reception

with cocktails & hors d’oeuvres.





Private Dining Room
In Craft’s Private Dining Room the possibilities are endless!

 

Featuring floor-to-ceiling windows and its own private patio, 

guests are treated to an impressive metropolitan skyline view 

& are surrounded by a four-acre park.  

The Private Dining Room can seat up to 48 guests and 

can accommodate up to 80 guests for a reception. 

 









Combine our front patio & our bar area to

create a beautiful indoor/outdoor 

cocktail reception for up to 100 guests.  





Chic and contemporary, our cabañas 

are set on the front patio to provide 

a private atmosphere & al fresco dining.

It's the perfect place to celebrate with

friends, sit back and relax 

after work or before an evening 

on the town.  

Each cabaña can seat up to 10, 

with mingling room surrounding.

For large events the front patio can

accommodate up to 60 people.

Cabañas



Anna Morini

Director of Special Events

424.204.7485

AMorini@CraftLosAngeles.com


